Friends of KG need some help from Waveney Norse with the long border they are currently weeding and hoping to plant up.

1. The FKG would like a load of bark/wood chippings to spread over bare earth and deter weeds. Norse has a supply of it we believe. If Norse well-rotted compost too then a load of that that would be useful too.

2. Norse & FKG have decided it would be a good idea to have a grass path between the long border and the ‘green oak’ hedge (see attached plan). This is to allow access to the hedge for cutting behind the border. Grass seed has already been scattered (don’t know who by) rather hopefully on the rough ground at the back of the border about 80cm width by 65m. If it grows then the path will be too rough to mow. Can you ask Norse to rotivate and level/rake the path area and re-scatter grass seed on it in the next week or two please?

The Friends are meeting every Thursday 1-3pm for a work party and social gathering – everyone is very enthusiastic and will be looking for financial support from LTC to buy plants soon.